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WITH AN ALLY LIKE ISRAEL, WHO NEEDS ENEMIES?
The Tragic Story of the USS Liberty Massacre

They called the defeat of Captain George Armstrong Custer at the Battle of the Little Big
Horn, ‘a massacre.’ Indeed, the battle was a massacre. And Custer was a highly decorated
soldier. He and his 200 men were murdered in cold blood by irate descendants of Asiatics who,
along with the other NORAM Indians, were very adept at committing atrocities. The ‘native’
people of North America wiped out the White Tribes who were here long before those red skins
came to this continent. Hence, the so called Indians of North America stole this land by murder
and conquest, just as Jews have done in the Middle East. Since 1948 the infestation called Israel
has been an open sore amongst the Arabs; those Muslims who want all human beings to subscribe
to their psychopathy and have a very great hatred for the Jews; with good reason, as you, who
are reading these words likely already know. However, as to the Muslims’ hatred for White
Christian Human Beings is not reasonable in anyway or sense. That is another story for another
time.
Muslims and Jews had managed to live relatively peacefully together; more or less over
the 1400 years of Islamic presence in Asia and North Africa. During that time it is estimated that
the Muslims have murdered more than 600 MILLION people as they conquered the Middle East
and elsewhere. And, like the Asiatics; those ancestors of the NORAM Indians, those psychopathic
Mohammedans commit atrocities every bit as savage as what the Indians effected upon each
other and the White Settlers who came to bring them an advanced civilization; albeit, the
malfeasance of the Jews was heavily involved in this story and through deception war was done
upon the descendants of the red skinned Asiatics using Small Pox as a weapon. There was good
reason for the animosity which developed between the Reds and Whites. There was very good
reason for the White Government of the USA to implement an official policy to exterminate the
‘indigenous’ population of the United States because they were a pest and not the peaceful nomads
Hollywood; a Jew infested propaganda mill, makes them out to be. Indians were called, ‘savages’
for good reason.
Jews are also savages. It is estimated that Jews murdered over 140 MILLION White
Christians in what came to be the USSR, in many cases by the most barbaric methods imaginable.
Even a strange little weirdo like Steven King could not come up with some of the tortuous methods
Jews effected upon screaming human beings. Read, The Gulag Archipelago. Read, The
Controversy of Zion. Read a history of the Jews. They openly admit that they are psychopaths
and are proud of their many accomplishments over the last three millennia destroying the
civilization we White Christians have built.
Muslims are savages also. Hence, when Israel was artificially plunked where it is with a
letter to Lord Rothschild, the King of the Jews and thereby somehow legitimizing the theft of
Palestine; which in typical lying fashion, the Jews claim was merely a desert and there were no
people living there, the locals became incensed. After Jews scared the Palestinians off their
centuries old olive groves and began to bomb their gorgeous cities such as Beirut and committing
horrific terrorism; murdering entire villages of Arabs and in some cases, poisoning the wells by
stuffing the corpses in them, a great amount of negative energy grew in that region. By 1968 the
Arabs were no longer so willing to cooperate and tensions in the Middle East were high; just as
tensions were high in the final days of Captain Custer.
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The United States, being a nation of sovereign states unified under a Constitution and Bill
of Rights, has been under the control of the Jews for a long time in its history. The Hand of Jewish
Horror had become the pusher of the nation’s buttons to such an extent that by 1968, Israel
effectively controlled the levers of the American government.
In June, 1967 animosity between Egypt and Israel was a very serious concern and
affecting Jewish commerce. The Suez Canal is jealously guarded by Egypt and a whole lot of
Jewish owned shipping travels through there. I do not need to go into the information regarding
Jewish control over most of the world’s commerce. I expect you already are aware of that and
that is not the focus of this article. Hence, since tensions were high and conflagrations , terrorism,
murder and mayhem was on going, the United States sent a navy ‘research’ vessel to the region in
order to monitor communications off the shores of the Sinai Peninsula. That fateful day when all
hell broke loose, it was the fourth day of the Six Day War and the USS Liberty, a ship that is over
130 feet long and bristling with antennas, tall masts, a large ‘satellite dish’ and a big radio mast
in the middle was attacked by Israeli airplanes and gunboats whilst it floated in international
waters. The USS Liberty was not bristling with guns. What it was bristling with was the most
numerously decorated crew in the history of the United States Navy. Men of the highest calibre
served on that ship; a reward it appears to me for being such brave and exemplary sailors.
Serving on the USS Liberty was pleasant and interesting. June in the Mediterranean Sea is a
sailor’s delight. Monitoring a war off the coast of the Sinai, without threat of harm, is not a bad
gig. And, besides, there was certainly not a chance that anyone could possibly mistake the ship
for being a combatant in the conflagration raging on the main land. The USS Liberty flew a
regulation 5 x 8 foot American battle flag; that being the flag with the horizontal stripes. Just for
your information, the actual flag of the United States has vertical stripes but is not as good looking
as the battle flag which so proudly they hail by the dawn’s early gleaming.
The brave sailors, some of whom were sunbathing on the upper decks, began noting that
Israeli reconnaissance planes were flying around the ship. Those planes flew around for quite a
while, some claim at least 8 hours, supposedly surveilling to see if perhaps that large ship with its
huge white numbers on the bows and that beautiful flag proudly flying in a 12 knot breeze might
be an enemy boat; such as a typical black hulled Egyptian craft common to the area and a fourth
the size of the American, grey hulled surveillance vessel. In fact, the USS Liberty was likely one of
the most easily identifiable ships at sea. Without warning, Israeli war planes arrived and
attacked the USS Liberty for 25 minutes consisting of 30 sorties with 12 separate airplanes using
napalm, cannons, and rockets which left 821 holes in the hapless ship. The attack lasted as long
as the attack on Pearl Harbor. When the planes were finished with their murderous activity,
three Israeli torpedo boats attacked and left a gaping 40 ‘ x 40 ‘ hole in the hull and machine
gunned the firefighters and stretcher bearers who were attempting to cope with the carnage and
many fires which had broken out. More than 3000 bullet holes were counted in the ship after the
massacre.
Naturally distress signals were attempted but the American emergency radio frequencies
were all jammed by Israel. When word did reach the White House, that traitorous Texan, LBJ,
ordered the USS Liberty to stand down and not engage the Israeli allies who were so desperately
trying to effect a False Flag and sink the USS Liberty in order to blame it on Egypt and so force
the Americans to join in the war on side with that Jew infested carbuncle on the main land. When
the brave captain thought the attack was finished he ordered the lowering of life rafts; since there
was imminent danger of the ship sinking and to save the most seriously wounded. The Israelis
returned and destroyed the rafts; a blatant war crime. Shooting stretcher bearers is also a war
crime. Israel commits war crimes with impunity on a regular basis since its first day. When the
massacre was done and 34 sailors lay dead and 172 were injured, two large Israeli Army assault
helicopters hovered over the ship, making no attempts to communicate. The copters were filled
with armed commandos carrying, what appeared to be, explosive satchels. Fortunately they did
no further damage or effected no more carnage. Due to the Jewish influence in the White House,
the Secretary of Defense, MacNamara did not order a military response in order to save the ship
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and her sailors. That slimy, disgusting creature, along with his boss are complicit in mass
murder since no help arrived for the USS Liberty for 18 hours! even though help was only 40
minutes away.
After the massacre, inquiries were conducted but typically did not identify Israel to be
anything more than a nation with blind pilots flying their war planes who were simply mistaken
as to the identity of the USS Liberty, recognizing her to be the ship of the Egyptian enemy and a
threat to Jewland. When the survivors of the massacre came forward to attempt to tell the true
story of the event, they were threatened to keep their mouths shut by Admiral Isaac Kidd. A
survivor named Phil Tourney was threatened with jail, ‘or worse.’ Worse of course being torture
and murder.
A book was published by Phil and his friend, Dave Gahary titled, Erasing the Liberty,
which chronicles the massacre of those innocent sailors and the destruction of an expensive ship;
the property of the people of the United States, and exposes the treason of American government
officials and the war crime effected by the rogue state of Israel using airplanes paid for by the
same people who funded the USS Liberty. These same gentlemen are hard at work to have a
movie made of this glaring example of treason committed by a nation claiming to be the friend of
the United States. The attack on the ship; indeed, immediately after it started the large, striped
flag was totally destroyed necessitating the running up of a much larger flag; the 7 x 13 foot
holiday ensign. Unfortunately for the Israeli criminals, they were not able to sink that marvelous
ship, inspite of all the holes they put into her and obviously proving that Jews must be cross-eyed
and have no clue about attacking a ship being the descendants of nomadic desert dwelling goat
humpers and Mammon worshippers.
The attack on the USS Liberty by Israel is an attack on the people of the United States of
America. When the flag was destroyed that was an act of war. The murder and injuring of the
unarmed sailors on a surveillance ship without guns was a massacre and a war crime. The
strafing and murder of medics and fire fighters was another war crime. The destruction of life
rafts was another war crime. How many more war crimes does Israel have to commit before we
all say, ENOUGH IS ENOUGH?!!! Israel is a pariah. Israel is a criminal rogue state; a racist
practitioner of human rights abuse.
This terrible crime against the people of the United States must not be forgotten and
therefore the film must be made. It is imperative that all Americans and people around the
planet who want to see Israel and the Jews exposed for the vermin that they are, donate what
money they can afford, even if it is only a dollar, to help the film makers produce the movie which
will fully expose the treason of the US Congress, the White House, and Israel; a false claim and a
shitty little farm and source of most of the terrorism destroying lives and property around the
globe.
It is imperative that all freedom loving people recognize the destruction of the USS Liberty
and the mass murder of her sailors as a massacre since the terrible event completely agrees with
the definition of such savagery. A massacre is an indiscriminate and brutal slaughter of a group
of people. What happened on the USS Liberty on June 8, 1967 was an attack on the United States
by a nation claiming to be an ally and having received billions and billions of dollars in aid from
the good hearted and hard working people of one of the greatest nations the world has ever seen;
now quickly becoming a third world like place with crumbling infrastructures, dying cities,
impoverished people and the ever creeping presence of a Red Fog; a dense pea souper cooked up
by those nefarious scheming Jews who do not value any lives but their own. For the Jews, those
dead and injured sailors were a sacrifice to their god, Lucifer. Their only regret is they were not
competent enough to sink the ship and be able to blame Egypt.
Jews do not want the movie to be made. In fact, those cockroaches do not want any
memory of the USS Liberty massacre to remain in the public mind. Indeed, when survivors of the
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massacre sought to commemorate their fallen comrades with a memorial, very strong opposition
by that criminal gang at the ADL, those vermin at B’nai B’rith, and other destructive Jewish
pests resulted. Grafton, Wisconsin, much to her honour and respect dedicated the USS Liberty
Memorial Public Library to serve the people of that considerate and patriotic city. I congratulate
the people of Grafton for standing up to the Jewish vipers who tried to prevent that honorable
gesture. Jews do not want the truth to be known about what disgusting, vile, underhanded
criminals they are and what a horrible little verminous carbuncle is their so called democratic
state of IsraHELL.
In order to donate money to help this worthy cause, to make a commemorative movie
about the USS Liberty massacre you can go to the website that has been set up for the purpose of
promoting this worthy cause. Go to: usslibertymovie.com. A donation of a mere $25 USD will
get you a free copy of the book, Erasing the Liberty. A donation of $50 USD will reward you with a
signed copy of the book, which Andrew Carrington Hitchcock in a recent interview on the USS
Liberty Massacre Radio Hour hosted on Rense.com, said the book is one of the most revealing and
well written books of its type that he has read. And, believe you me, Andy reads a lot of books. I
know him very well since he is one of my best friends. The Massacre Hour will be hosted every
week on Rense.com. You can phone in and submit your input, as well, since it is a radio talk show
intended to spread more awareness of the criminality of Israel and the Satanic spawn which has
laid illegitimate claim to that piece of land on the southern shores of the beautiful Mediterranean
Sea.
Producing the movie about this terrible war crime by Israel and the Jews is a very
important thing to do. Israel must be exposed for what it is to all people of the planet. Everyone
must be appraised of how utterly devoid of morals are those nefarious chutzpatzers. They control
just about everything of value and importance and have reduced the happiness and financial
circumstances of ever greater numbers of people whilst they sit pretty on reparations paid out by
innocent people for an imaginary event called the holocaust; a story so full of holes it resembles a
Swiss cheese. Indeed their cheesy tales of lampshades and soap, gas chambers and numerous
stories of terrible Germans told by lying weasels must be thrown on the purifying flames and
reduced to specks which we send off to some space between the rings of Saturn.
It is time to bring all Jews to Justice. It is time to send them all packing to an island in
the middle of the sea. Jews are the Children of Satan and the Sons of the Devil. Their temple is
the Synagogue of Satan; just as Andrew Carrington Hitchcock titled his famous book; a highly
recommended read, if you want to peruse a very well organized and concise history of Jewish
malfeasance.
You
can
order
the
Synagogue
of
Satan
on
Andy’s
site:
andrewcarringtonhitchcock.com. You can also listen to archived radio talks he and I have every
Friday morning @ 8 a.m. MST. The show was called, Almost Live With Andy & Gertjan but is
being renamed, Down the Rabbit Hole With Andy & Gertjan in order to tie in with DtRH which is a
semi regular column on Rense.com.
I also talk with Jeff Rense from time to time on his radio program. For a mere $57 per
year, you can have access to Jeff’s archives which are immense. He has interviewed some of the
most incredibly interesting free thinkers on the planet. You can find thousands of hours of
interviews and will be very well served there.
Just a further note. Please remember, Las Vegas is a Jew made place and Jews make a
whole lot of billions off their casinos there. Do not support those places with your money and time.
Harvey Weinstein is a poster boy for what is typical in Hollywood amongst those perverted sexual
deviants. Remember, pornography, prostitution, pedophilia, homosexuality; all depravity is
something Jews relish and love to soak in up to the eyeballs. Telaviv, the capital of the Jewish
fort has more brothels, sex shows, and perversity per square inch than any other place on Earth,
including Brazil. It is time to boycott Israel and expose it for the Satanic hell hole it is.
Please support DtRH with a donation into our PayPal: gertjan@shaw.ca. Thank you.
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